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Weekend walks

Remote Control
BY MIKE HILL
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When the wind blows
BY BOB CLARE
www.lancashirewalks.com

F

or a long time I have
held the conviction
that Burnley could
market itself as
the walking capital
of the UK. I can think of few
towns of a comparable size
where the countryside is so accessible - and not just any old
countryside but countryside
of considerable interest and
variety.
Directions: Continue along Limey Lane, pass
through a metal gate and
walk along a track with the
northern end of Clowbridge
Reservoir to your right. After passing a utility building
continue for 50yds and then
after a metal gate bear left
onto a broad well made track
leading uphill - the first climb
of the walk. This takes you to
Compton’s Cross an ancient
type of waymarker which is
justbeyondawoodengate.For
the next part of the walk you
follow the Pennine Bridleway
a long distance path that was
the creation of Mary Towneley (see below). With a wall to
the left keep on the track now
less broad and less well-made
for 350yds and then turn left
onto a track that skirts along
the edge of a plantation. Follow the track for 800yds and
then turn right as it takes
you down to the B6238 East
Burnley Road.
Ahead there is a fine view
of Clough Bottom Reservoir.
Cross the road, go through a
wooden kissing gate and turn
left onto a path that parallels
the road taking you close to its

junction with A671.Before the
corner turn right as the path
now parallels the Bacup Road
for 350yds before turning to
cross it at a wooden gate. Still
onthePennineBridlewayturn
left now paralleling the A671
on this side to reach the top
of Easden Clough. Here turn
right onto a broad track that
descendsgentlyonawideloop
below Cow Side farmhouse.
Keep on this to a point where
the track turns left in front
of a wooden gate. Go through
the gate (close to a memorial
to Mary Towneley) turn left
and on a steeper path head
downhill with a fence to the
left. As you near a farm join
a farm track to reach a junction with the Burnley Way.
Turn left go through a gate
and follow the farm road for
700yds. Now begins a steep
climb that will take you to the
Singing Ringing Tree. Close
to Dyneley Farm and in front

of the farmhouse turn left
over a stile embedded in the
wall. Bear right , cross a plank
bridge (with care) and then
bear left following a stream
through a steep sided clough
to reach a stile in a wall leading onto the A671 (readers are
advised it may be better to go
through a wooden gate about
50yds to the right for a better
view on the busy road). From
the stile turn right and then
left at Heyne Farm - gate users go straight across and follow the track past Dixon Hill
plantation. After a property
gothroughagatetoenteropen
accesslandonanotaltogether
clear path that keeps well to
the right of a ruin farm building aiming for a tall waymark
pole. After a wall the Singing
RingingTreecomesintoview.
Aim to its left for a stile that
gives access to its enclosure.
This piece of public art
ought to be as well known as

Anthony Gormley’s Angel of
the North. It is a sculpture
constructed out of metal
tubes arranged in a manner
suggesting a wind blown
hawthorne. When the wind
is in the right direction the
“tree” “sings” or “rings” in a
strangely satisfying way. It is
one of a number of panopticons scattered throughout
the South Pennines as 21st
century landmarks. From
the tree take a clear path
that leads up to the picnic
area below a car park. Here
turn right through a gate
on a path leading through
a plantation of young trees.
The path bends to the left
andthenparallelstheCrown
Point Road (apologies for all
this paralleling!) for 600yds
beforeturninglefttocrossit.
On the far side continue on a
foot path leading up hill and
then descends to a junction
oftracks. Hereturn rightdescendingtoLimeyWater.On
thefarsideclimbupthrough
woodland and keep ahead to
descend to the utility building passed on the outward
leg close to Clowbridge Reservoir. Turn right for the car
park.
l Walk devised by Peter
(“Up the Clarets”) Haworth.

Factfile
START/FINISH: Limey Lane,

Clow Bridge BB11 5NS (nearby)
DISTANCE: 7 miles, 11k
TIME: 3-4 hours
GRADE: Moderate with two
steep climbs
MAP: OS OL21 The South
Pennines

Gary Lineker’s wardobe

GOLDEN GIRL
OF THE GAMES

A

s another glorious Olympics draws to
a close there
will be much
debate over Team GB’s
hero of the games.
Jason Kenny, Laura
Trott, Jade Jones, Andy
Murray will all be vying
for the Sports Personality of the Year crown when
December comes around.
But the biggest star
of Rio 2016 has been the
woman who will be holding the microphone when
the BBC’s annual awards
show takes place.
Once again, the quite
brilliant Clare Balding
has proved why she is the
best in the business when
it comes to anchoring major sporting events.
Knowledgeable across
so many fields, and quick
on her feet in a live environment, the ease with
which she makes the role
appear exemplifies why
she is head and shoulders
above her rivals.
Which is more than
can be said from some of
her colleagues who have
been shipped out to South
America to share their expert opinion. The BBC has
often been criticised for
thecheerleadingapproach
of former sportsmen and
womendraftedintodothe
job of journalists.

This games has seen a
great improvement on the
whooping and hollering of
the last Winter Olympics
but still the spectacle rears
its embarrassing head
Worst offender prize
goes to Sir Steve Redgrave
for twice moving his burly
frame in front of the camera to interrupt live interviews with gold medal
winners. First to hug “his
hero” Sir Bradley Wiggins,
much to the clear chagrin
of interviewer Jill Douglas,
and secondly to deliberately derail John Inverdale’schatwithNewZealand
rower Mahe Drysdale who
Redgrave felt should speak
to his native TV first.
The on-air tension between the two men has
ended up a talking point of
the games when the focus
should be those on the other end of the microphone.
Meanwhile, Gary Lineker fulfilled his promise to
present the first Match of
the Day of the season in his
underpantsaftervowingto
do so if his beloved Leicester City won the league.
In what was turned into
a major ‘will he/won’t he’
marketingcoupfortheBBC,
welldone Lineker for keepinghispromisewithasmile
on his face but don’t think
we didn’t notice the quick
change into shirt and trousers after the first game.

